
ATTEMPT TO WRITE A READONLY DATABASE SQLITE C BLOB

The problem, as it turns out, is that the PDO SQLite driver requires that if you are going to do a write operation
(INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE.

Note that conversions between UTFbe and UTFle are always done in place and do not invalidate a prior
pointer, though of course the content of the buffer that the prior pointer points to will have been modified.
Instead of providing full Unicode case support by default, SQLite provides the ability to link against external
Unicode comparison and conversion routines. All prepared statements must be finalized before the database
can be closed. This feature is called type affinity. SQLite is in the public domain. This allows options and
parameters, such as the native text representation and default page size, to be set using PRAGMA statements.
Data of any type can usually be inserted into any column. During testing, the SQLite library is compiled with
special instrumentation that allows the test scripts to simulate a wide variety of failures in order to verify that
SQLite recovers correctly. The SQL statement may contain tokens of the form "? In place of a legal notice,
here is a blessing: May you do good and not evil. Whenever a bug is found in SQLite, new test cases are
written to exhibit the bug so that the bug cannot recur undetected in the future. Both the Windows and Linux
precompiled binaries in the distribution are compiled this way. Isn't this a problem? A unique constraint is
satisfied if and only if no two rows in a table have the same values in the subset of unique columns that are not
null. The above is true for the core public-domain SQLite. For the WineList class create four properties in the
WineList. Depending how badly your database is corrupted, you may be able to recover some of the data by
using the CLI to dump the schema and contents to a file and then recreate. See limits. That said, there are a
number of things that external programs or bugs in your hardware or OS can do to corrupt a database file. It is
allowed for the same wildcard to occur more than once in the same SQL statement, in which case all instance
of that wildcard will be filled in with the same value.


